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Dear YYI Candles
How good it is to begin the Yoga Year with an updated List of names and
corrected details – do keep in touch should you have more information for
me! Your Committee would like you to enjoy the ongoing Face Book page,
the renovated Website, the emails to keep you up to date and the Forum
three times a year - a record of all our activities.
We would like to give thought, to our Honorary Members, especially those
with low Candle Numbers! I was delighted to have a call from Cynthia
Lehman, Candle Number 7, to say she is now teaching Pranayama at her
Retirement Village, near Krugersdorp, and from her wheel chair at that!
We recently had sad news of Isabel Rogers, Candle Number 15, of the
passing of her husband, Joe. Our thoughts are with Isabel and her family at
this difficult time. You will be inspired, I am sure, when you see the photo of
the lovely Sirsasana. What a good article we have from Isabel reminiscing on
her friendship with Winnie, our Founder, and Candle No. 1!
Moira Nicholson, Candle number 19, is still happily giving Meditation classes
in Eikenhof – read all about this wonderful yogi in the November 2013 issue
of the Forum. Elva Coaton from Harare, sent us a lovely letter also for the
November 2013 issue.
Congratulations to Jeanne Assheton-Smith our newly appointed Honorary
Member who has given 30 years to the Young Yoga Institute and the Book
Fund.
Our prayers are with Pam C and George and Ann and Basil at this difficult
time.
We would like to hear from our other Honorary Members : Thelma Coulson,
Candle no. 5, Umhlanga, Ann Hill Glenashley KZN, Johanna Klipp, Hayfields,
Pmb, Mary Tingle, Somerset West, Liz Conchar, Brighton,UK,
A special thanks to Jeanette Mayhew who has kindly stepped in as YYI
Secretary in the place of Janine du Plessis. We wish Janine and Anton well
as they make a new life for themselves in London.
Wishing you all a wonderful year of YYI Yoga and YYI Fellowship!
Let me be the mirror that reflects the Candle! Namaste. (Thank you Sietske
Kloosterman, our latest member, from the Netherlands for these lovely
words.)
Regards
Helen Charlesworth
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Isabel Rodgers
t was in January 1967 that I was taken to a Yoga class in Sherwood. Winnie
Young had just returned from a course run by Sri B.K.S.Iyengar. Having
attended classes I had a vague idea of Yoga, but this teacher WINNIE YOUNG,
opened not only my physical eyes but my spiritual eyes. I was absolutely
bowled over by her expertise. I am a great believer in discipline and this
teacher impressed me greatly. All other classes which I had attended were so
wishy washy and I would come away unfulfilled. I soon learnt that before
Winnie went to Iyengar she had very big classes, but these dwindled
dramatically as she changed her method of teaching.
I attended regularly and as I live in Westville, I phoned Winnie one day and
asked why she did not have classes in Westville. I got the impression that she
thought: “What an upstart!”– but nevertheless before long she graciously
granted my request. These classes increased rapidly in numbers. Winnie kept
encouraging me to train as a teacher, but I was quite happy - thank you very
much – just to be a pupil. Winnie attended five more of Mr Iyengar’s courses,
and I felt indeed honoured when she invited me to take some of her Westville
classes for her. Always meticulous, Winnie would draw up the programmes,
and provide a register just for me. (I am sure she did exactly the same for
others that taught for her in her absence.).
Each time she travelled to a course, my enjoyment of teaching grew, and over
time I completed my teacher training with her. On more than one occasion she
would return with an injured rib. In Westville we were able to partition the hall
into two separate rooms of good proportions. I then used to take the
beginners, and when they were ready, they would go into Winnie’s class. A
group of us used to meet in Winnie’s home on the Berea, and it was there that
we used to learn how to conduct classes. Then Winnie hit upon the idea of
writing test papers and we were the guinea pigs. Some folks left because the
written test papers did not appeal to them. Being a qualified school teacher
she not only taught us Yoga but she also trained us in teaching methods.
Winnie would never let her pupils down. I remember on one occasion she fell
down the stairs in her duplex on the Berea, but undaunted, that very same
night taught her pupils in Westville, even though she was bruised and
battered..
Winnie had multiple talents. She was wonderful choreographer and we used to
have displays at least once a year donating all the takings to charity. Always
concerned for our well-being she would ensure that we were well rested and 5

nourished so that we could give of our best. She would not rest until we
all performed to her very high standards using her skills as a
choreographer and a most able and competent teacher.
She then produced two videos – one for general workouts and one for the
training of teachers. What fun we had! I must add that even with the
passing of time and all the new ideas on Yoga, these two tapes cannot be
faulted. Her other talent as a designer produced the attractive leotards
worn in the video. Winnie was also excellent at floral art and always
ensured that attractive floral displays enhanced the atmosphere of the
different halls. She had a lovely singing voice, and I was tickled pink at
her remark: “You have a good voice. It just needs training.”
You will all have wonderful memories of those marvellous seminars Winnie
organized for a whole week, which sadly had to eventually be cut down to
weekends. You will also all remember the excitement of when the Young
Yoga Institute was formed at Hebron Haven. An institute of which I am so
proud to be a member. There is no other association that can equal the
high standards set by Winnie. I pray so fervently that those same
standards will never change.
Her journalistic and literary skills are recognized across our borders and
even further afield, as her books have helped many. We are still enjoying
the Forum, surely a fountain of Yoga knowledge. I must add here that the
Forum team are to be congra tulated on the excellent standard of the
magazine. I know that Winnie would be delighted. I would really like to
congratulate the team on the outstanding results. Your efforts are deeply
appreciated. THANK YOU to the team.

Winnie, never one for resting on her laurels, then started Centering Prayer
groups to confirm her teachings that Yoga was for body, mind and soul.
This was a very exciting time for me, when my faith was strengthened
beyond all my hopes.
I was very privileged to live near Winnie when she retired, and spent
many many happy hours with her when she would reminisce, and I could
listen to her forever. That is when she practiced her further skill of
embroidery. Starting right from scratch designing the pattern. I am sure
many of us have happy memories of her wonderful needlework.

Winnie thank you for the wonderful legacy you have left for the Yoga
world, for enriching my life in so many fields, and being an amazing
example to me, as well as my mentor and dearest friend. I miss you
greatly. Isabel
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HOW TO BE THANKFUL

People with a strong sense of gratitude, love and appreciation don’t
necessarily have more than others; they simply recognize and see more
beauty in their lives.
Research suggests that people who count their blessings are generally
happier and healthier than people who do not. If you ever feel as if
anything in your life isn’t ‘enough’, try practising an attitude of
thankfulness. You might realize that you are more fortunate than you
think.

Relax. It’s hard to cultivate a sense of gratitude when you’re angry,
frustrated or anxious. If these are issues with which you struggle, it’s
important to resolve them, as they’re formidable barriers to thankfulness.
Live in the moment. If you are too busy dwelling in the past or thinking
about the future, you won’t be able to fully notice how fantastic things
are right now. What you have now is all that exists - be thankful for that
and don’t postpone your enjoyment. Seize the day and seize the moment!
Start with your senses. The most basic pleasures in life are usually
accessible to all of us all the time, but they slip out of our consciousness
because we get so used to them. Learn to notice the little things, be
thankful for them, and deliberately appreciate them.
•See the world with new eyes. Look around. Notice beautiful shapes,
colours, and details of design. Observe things you normally take for
granted, and think of all the little things you’d miss if you were blind. It’s
often the most miniscule joys that are missed the most.
•Smell the roses... and the food… and the air. Recognize the smells that
make you feel good: a freshly cut lawn, the air right after it rains, a fresh
pot of coffee, the smell of the sea…
•Taste and savour the food. Eat slowly and chew each mouthful with care
and contemplation. Identify flavours and how flavours intermingle as you
eat. Take notes from chefs and wine enthusiasts.
•Touch the things around you – appreciate the sense of touch. How do
plants, fabrics, or the skin/fur of animals feel against your skin or in your
hands? How many times during the day do people touch you
affectionately, and you barely notice – and how often do you respond
with touch?
•Hear the sounds of life. Listen to more than music. Listen when you
think it’s quiet, and you’ll discover a myriad of new sounds. You might
hear the wind soughing in the trees, leaves rustling as you walk, or the
sound of children at play.
Cherish any kind of light-heartedness in your life. Things like laughter,
affection, and playfulness are fleeting. Treat these valuable moments with
care – especially those involving children who excel in the art of
7
playfulness.

Don’t be the person who takes life too seriously, has no sense of humour
and no time for fun.
Take a vacation or visit somewhere new. Ideally, you shouldn’t have to
separate yourself from something/someone in order to appreciate
it/them. However, just getting away occasionally can trigger your sense
of gratitude and perspective.
Keep a gratitude journal. Challenge yourself to write down five new
things every day for which you’re thankful. You might find this easy in
the beginning, but soon you’ll discover that you have to increase your
awareness and will start seeing the world with new eyes.

SERENITY PRAYER
GURU EDUARD
God grant me the wine to make bearable
what I can’t change.
The beer to make it funny
and the wisdom to never get my
knickers in a knot because it solves nothing
and makes me walk funny.
Contributed by:.Joan Bellairs
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BWY London Festival 2014
“Ahimsa-satya-asteya-brahmacarya-aparigrahah-yamah”YS
II:30

The yamas and niyamas invite us to reflect and make choices about how
we lead our daily lives. The yamas mainly concern our social behaviour
and the niyamas, our personal discipline and inner practices.
The theme for the BWY London festival 2014 will be the five Yama,
ahimsa(non-harming), satya (truth and how we express it), asteya
(taking only that which is offered), brahmacarya (moderation, chastity),
aparigrahah (non-grasping, absence of greed) and how these teachings
lead us to live ethical and compassionate lives.
We all know the theory, but how often in our lives do we let these
practices slip? I decided to keep a journal for a week reflecting on my
own behaviour and the outcome of different decisions and actions I took.
It made quite scary. I generally like to regard myself as someone who is
considerate to others and mindful of ‘responding’ rather than ‘reacting’ to
different situations that arise. My journal showed me otherwise!! I offer
an example:
One of my home appliances had broken down and I sat down to arrange
for its repair. Needless to say this was not straightforward and after an
extended conversation with a young gentleman in India it transpired that
I was going to have to ring again in 24 hours when their system might
be up and running and explain the whole situation again. My response to
this news ended with the young man putting the phone down on me. As
I then took to my meditation stool feelings of guilt and regret arose in
me as I had to admit that my tone of disbelief and annoyance had not
helped the outcome. I was certainly agitated by it and he obviously felt
he had had enough! The young man was not responsible for the
decisions that were taken in his company, he was just the messenger.
It occurred to me that if I had been thinking about the Yamas during my
interaction, then the experience would have been very different for both
of us and maybe even the outcome more harmonious. My voice would
have been less aggressive (ahimsa), I would have asked to speak to his
superior or other decision maker to gently express my frustration at the
situation (satya), not taken more of his time than was offered (asteya),
stopped short of repeating my own grievances over and over
(brahmacarya), accepted that the appliance not working was not a
serious impediment to my life and be grateful for what I had
(aparigraha).
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Winter can be wonderful time for reflection, an opportunity to look at how
we lead our lives and the relationships in it. I encourage you to keep a
journal or just watch your own reactions to life’s ups and downs and see
how much you are able to lead your life in an ethical and compassionate
way.
And, to deepen your understanding of the Yamas, plan to join us in June
and experience over 30 inspiring yoga teachers and speakers – including
Satish Kumar, Alistair Shearer and Marc Beuvain – using their knowledge
and expertise to bring the concept of Yama to life through asana,
pranayama, chanting, meditation, discussion and more…I invite you to join
us on this journey!
Contributed by Jane McEwan

HOW TO STAY YOUNG.
Throw out non-essential numbers, like, age, weight & height.
Keep only cheerful friends. The grouches pull you down.
Keep learning. Learn more about --- computer, crafts, gardening, etc.
Never let the brain idle. An idle mind is the devil’s workshop &
the name of the devil is Alzheimers.
Enjoy simple things.

Laugh often. Long, loud & until you gasp for breath
Tears happen. Endure, grieve & move on. The only person who is with
us our entire life is ourselves. Be alive while you are alive.
Surround yourself with what you love, family, pets, keepsakes, music,
plants, etc. Your home is your refuge.
Cherish your health. If it is good, preserve it. If it is unstable, improve
it.

Don’t take guilt trips. Take a trip anywhere, but not where the guilt is.
Tell the people you love that you love them, at every opportunity
Contributed by:.Joan Bellairs
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It’s not unusual for emotions to arise during yoga practice, particularly
during poses that open the hips. Your hips tend to be a place where you
will store negative emotions such as stress and guilt. Don’t be surprised if
you feel a range of emotions during hip-opening poses. If you experience
an emotional release during class, embrace these breakthrough moments
that ultimately will lead you closer to union of mind, body and spirit -one definition of yoga.
f you feel an emotional release brewing, acknowledge the feeling without
judgment. You need not ask yourself to “change” your body, because
yoga teaches acceptance of your physical, mental and spiritual self just
as you are.
To cope with an emotional release, focus on your breath. Notice the area
in your body where you feel tightness, and imagine sending energy into
that area with every breath. It also may help to repeat a mantra in your
head as you breathe, such as “I am strong.” Turn to the mantra anytime
during hip openers or at any point in practice when you need extra
support.
Don’t be disappointed if you don't experience an emotional release.
Rather, notice any areas of your body where you feel ongoing pain. Each
time you come to your mat for practice, breathe healing energy into
these areas. Even if you don't wind up in tears during your practice, your
focused attention on areas in need of attention will guide you toward
self-healing.
http://woman.thenest.com/yoga-hip-openers-releasing-emotions-3761.html

CONTRA INDICATIONS OF HIP OPENERS
Conributed By Merle Ness

1. If one has a lower back problem and tight hamstrings forward bends
can strain your lower back. You must learn to do them correctly and
safe from harm. The crucial muscles to understand are the hamstrings
particularly with their interaction with the pelvis.
2. In order to do forward bend easily one needs to work into Supta
Padangusthasana with straight legs, lengthening the hamstrings and the
adductor muscles, allowing the pelvis to be in the right position to
prevent strain on the lower back and hips.
3. Injury to the hip area or hip replacement.
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A SEQUENCE OF ASANAS FOR HIP OPENING SESSION
Contributed by Merle Ness

1. SUPTA BADDHAKONASANA (Lying down angle pose)
Benefits: Opens up the groins, strengthens the bladder, prostrate and the
pelvic girdle.
2 .SIMPLE TWIST IN VIRASANA (Heroes pose)
Benefits: Lengthens the quadricep muscles
3. ARM MOVEMENTS IN VIRASANA – UTTHITA HASTASANA (Stretched
hand pose)
4 .PARVATASANA (mountain), Repeat clasping fingers in the unnatural
way
5. GARUDHASANA ARMS (Eagle)
6. GOMUKHASANA SITTING IN THE BULL SEAT (Face of the cow)
Benefits: Works the sciatica.
7. BADDHA KONASANA (Bound angle pose) Using block. First with block in
between soles of feet on long end, then on flat end
Benefits: Opens adductors and strengthens pelvic floor.
8 .ADHO MUKHA SVANASANA (Downward facing dog) Bringing sides of
feet together.
Benefits: Raise a leg hip height, toes pointing downwards. Repeat with
other leg. Raise a leg extending high up to open up hips. Repeat with
other leg. Keep both shoulders square.
9. ADHO MUKHA VIRASANA – RELIEF POSTURE (Downward facing heroes
pose)
10.SURYA NAMASKAR – TRADITIONAL (Salute to the sun)
10a Tadasana in Namaste (Mountain pose)
10b Urdhva Hastasana (Upward hands)
10c Uttanasana (Intense stretch)
Benefit: Allows the hamstrings to stretch
10d Uttkatasana (Fierce posture)
Benefit: Strengthens the quadricep muscles and the spine
10e Plank posture
10f Knees down, buttocks back
10g Caterpillar movement
10h Urdhva Mukha Svanasana (Upward facing dog, Cobra)
10i Adho Mukha Svanasana (Downward facing dog)
10j Rajakapotasana (King of the pigeon pose)
Benefit: Gives length to the spine and extends into the back leg,
especially the heel
10k Adho Mukha Svanasana (Downward facing dog)
10l Uttanasana (Intense Stretch) Up to standing
11. SURYA NAMASkAR – YYI
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11a Utkatasana (Fierce posture)
11b Uttanasana (Intense Stretch)
11c Plank
11d Vasisthasana (Celebrated Sage)
Benefits: It is a raised posture, giving strength to the wrists and shoulders. It
is a good stretch to either side of the body.
11e Plank
11f Chaturanga Dandasana (4 limb staff posture)
11g Urdhva Mukha Svanasana (Upward facing dog, Cobra)
11h Adho Mukha Svanasana (downward facing dog)
11g Crocodile (Makara)
Benefits: Works the sciatica
11h Uttanasana (Intense Stretch)
RELIEF POSTURE TAKE HOLD OF ELBOWS, ENCOURAGE TORSO DOWN
TOWARDS FLOOR
12. PRASARITA PADOTTANASANA – RELIEF POSTURE (Stretched out, foot leg)
Benefits: Works the inner groins and opens up across the buttock bones. Legs
pull up strong.
13. UTTHITA HASTA PADANGUSTHASANA (Stretched hand to big toe)
Benefits: Activates the inner line of the leg. Hip of raised leg rotates outwards
and down to supporting heel of foot on the floor.
14. PRIVRTTA PARSVAKONASANA (Revolved lateral pose)
Benefits: Opens up the groins and works the quads of the bent knee
15. YOGA MUDRASANA – RELIEF POSE (Pose of the child)
16. ANANTASANA (Couch)
Benefits: Works inner groins, the sciatica and outer hip and hamstrings
17. SUPTA PADANGUSTHASANA (Lying down, big toe)
Benefits: Good for lower back pain. Works the inner line of leg, hamstrings and
sciatica.
18. THREAD THE KNEEDLE POSE – HEAD TO KNEES POSE
Benefits: Good stretch for the sciatica.
19. SETUBHANDASANA (Bridge)
Benefits: Strengthens thigh muscles and back is eased, as thighs and glutes
and hips do the work.
20. CHIROPRACTORS TWIST
Benefits: The twist gives relief and allows the position of the legs to lengthen
the sides of the body.
21. SAVASANA – RELAXATION (Sava)
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Contributed but Ingrid Barnsley

Does Yoga provide more improvements in health and fitness than Pilates?
Which one is easier to get started?

Practitioners claim that if you are looking for the well-being of mind, body
and spirit, you should choose Yoga; if you are looking for a leaner, toned
and fit body then the choice is Pilates. Both these forms of exercise are
beneficial for overall health. Usually choosing between them is a matter of
personal preference. In general, the focus of Pilates is on muscular
strength and yoga focuses on stretching, flexibility and spirituality. Pilates
involves using exercise apparatus like small weighted balls, large exercise
balls, disks, or a trapeze table; all you need for Yoga is a mat.

Principles & Purposes of Yoga

Yoga has a philosophical, spiritual focus that differentiates it from the
more workout-based Pilates. Though on the surface yoga appears to be
just a series of stretches, it's actually a holistic practice steeped in ancient
Indian culture that unites the mind, body and spirit through exercise,
breath and meditation. Beyond mere exercise, yoga is a lifestyle.
"It's a mind/body and heart exercise, plus a spiritual path, where the goal
is alignment with the optimal self," says Sadie Nardini (sadienardini.com
<http://www.sadienardini.com/> ), founder of Core Strength Vinyasa
Yoga and director of East/West Yoga in New York City. "Physically, we do
that through poses, to heal and keep the body fit. Mentally, we clear the
chatter. And we practice the heartfelt spirit of unity, which is what 'yoga'
means. Once we've aligned and strengthened our bodies, minds and
hearts, we're better able to live the lives we choose, and meet our goals
through conscious action."

Principles & Purposes of Pilates

The focus of Pilates is physical. It's a conditioning program that improves
deep core strength, muscle control, flexibility, coordination, and body tone,
while producing long, lean muscles. It has six principles, which have been
modified since Joseph Pilates first created the method in the 1920's:
?1. Centering (strengthening The Powerhouse-abdominal muscles, pelvis,
buttocks and lower back)?
2. Concentration (bringing full attention to each exercise)?
3. Control (utilizing total muscle control)?
4. Precision (every movement has a purpose)?
5. Breath (exercises are coordinated with the breath)?
6. Flow (movements are smooth and graceful)
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Form & Fitness - Yoga

There are many variations of yoga, from restorative and slow, such as
Iyengar (focused on achieving correct alignment), to quicker flowing,
aerobic styles like Vinyasa (vigorous and fast-paced). Though styles differ,
generally, the formula is the same: postures increase the body's overall
performance and health, the breath floods the body with oxygen and
flushes out toxins, and meditation creates a sense of peaceful wellbeing.
"Students will feel results right away," says Jean Koerner, senior yoga
instructor at ISHTA Yoga in New York City. "The feeling is the balance of
being alert and refreshed, yet calm and relaxed."
As for revving your heart rate, Nardini says, "If the class is challenging,
and continually moving, you can expect caloric burning equal to that of
doing a cardio machine for the same amount of time."

Form & Fitness – Pilates

Pilates can be completed on a mat, or on specialized equipment such as
the Reformer, which utilizes pulleys, springs and weight resistance to build
strength. The regimen involves calisthenics that isolate and work each
muscle group without creating bulk. For example, The 100 is a core
exercise where you lay on your back-head lifted and legs raised at 45
degrees-pumping your arms, inhaling for five, and exhaling for five.

According to Brooke Siler, owner of re:AB Pilates Studio in Manhattan
(reabnyc.com <http://www.reabnyc.com> ), "Pilates is abdominal
intensive, utilizing The Powerhouse as the impetus for every movement."
The outcome is a stronger core, which enhances everything from posture
to agility. "If you have a good teacher, you should see results in 5
sessions," Siler says.

Health Benefits - Yoga

The yogic breath, which involves controlled and mindful breathing,
increases lung capacity making it effective in managing chronic respiratory
problems, like asthma. According to Nardini, it also "detoxifies the body by
flooding it with healing oxygen, stimulating hormonal balance, and flushing
out the muscles, organs and lymphatic system."
Physically, beyond improving muscle tone, strength, and stamina, yoga
boosts metabolism, which aids in weight loss. It also increases joint range
of motion, making you less prone to injury. Yoga is internally therapeutic
too: whether you're hoping to improve digestion or stimulate the thyroid,
there's likely a pose to counteract your ailment, as well as support your
organs, muscles, joints and vessels. For instance, Triangle Pose improves
circulation, while Bridge relieves menstrual and menopausal discomfort.
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Yoga is mentally and emotionally restorative, also. Feeling frazzled?
Improve your focus with Warrior III. Stifled? Liberate yourself with Fish
Pose. "From muscular to skeletal to reproductive to endocrine to nervous
to glandular, on a physical and physiological level, yoga balances all of
our systems," says Koerner.

Health Benefits - Pilates

Safe and effective for all ages and fitness levels due to its low-impact
nature, Pilates is injury preventative and rehabilitative. Physical therapists
often incorporate it into their recovery programs, and urge clients to
continue the exercises to protect themselves from future injury.
Pilates also enhances respiratory and circulatory function, both helpful in
managing arthritic pain and reducing muscle and tendon soreness. And,
through the development of a stronger core, and emphasis of neutral
spinal alignment, Pilates helps prevent and allay back pain, and improve
overall spine health.

Which to Choose: Yoga or Pilates?

If you're seeking inner tranquility and fitness, yoga is for you. If you
want to condition the body sans spirituality, then Pilates is your workout.
If they sound equally appealing, do both!?Yoga and Pilates complement
each other well: strengthen your Powerhouse in Pilates, and see your
poses improve in yoga.
Learn to quiet the mind in your yoga practice, and utilize this technique
to enjoy a more peaceful, rewarding Pilates class.
Bottom line? They're both dynamic workouts that deliver tangible results.
Whichever you choose, you're guaranteed to look and feel great!
To read more go to
:http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,489485,00.html#ixzz2KTiqMzjF
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Pilates

Yoga

Pilates pronounced “Puh –
LAH – Teez”, a physical fitness
system that was developed in
the early 20th century by
Joseph Pilates focuses on the
core postural muscles that
keep the body balanced and
are essential to providing
support for the spine
Mind and body approach to
exercise

An ancient practice from the
northern India known as path
to both, physical as well as
mental wellbeing which
includes everything from
physical posture and healthy
diet to breathing, relaxation
and meditation skills

Started:

Around 80 years ago

5000 years ago

Area of focus:

Mental concentration,
breathing and movement

What is it? :

Complicated system of
effective but gentle, wholebody conditioning and
corrective exercises
Concentrates on building core
strength in the body and
lengthening the spine

Kind to all beings, including
ourselves, and to search for
balance in our lives and
lifestyle
Yoga is a lifestyle rather than
simply an exercise

Definition:

Approach:

Physical areas of focus:

Mind, body and spirit approach
to exercise

Considered therapeutic and
aims at uniting the body with
mind and spirit and helps
people find harmony and
release stress
Involves static poses, which
are held while exploring your
breathing , physical feelings
and emotions

How? :

Pilates is about moving in
ways that help strengthen
your powerhouse, including
your stabilizing muscles

Emphasis on:

Pilates emphasizes toning over Yoga emphasizes flexibility
flexibility (but it enhances
over building strength
both)
(although it enhances both)

Breathing and
Concentration:

Pilates instruct an individual to Yoga practitioners are taught
inhale through the nose and
to inhale and exhale through
exhale through the mouth
the nose only

Practice:

Performance is on the mats as
well as the Pilates machines
which help build a longer,
leaner and a dancer-like
physique
Pilates should be practised if
an individual wants an
exercise that improves
flexibility while toning muscles
– especially abs

What to choose? :

The different styles are
generally practised in a group
sitting on a yoga mat with the
aid of a yoga instructor
Preferred if someone wants to
concentrate more on flexibility
less on toning, and also
searching for something that
helps reduce stress and gives
an opportunity for some quiet
time
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YOGA IS NOT HIS STRONG SUIT
Rod Stewart took up yoga – but gave up when he fell into his fireplace.
He explained in his new book Rod: The Autobiography:
“A man came to the house to teach me the fundamentals.
As I was attempting to master a beginner’s level ‘balancing table’ position,
I fell over into the fireplace!
Surely if God had meant us to do yoga, he would have put our heads
behind our knees”.
Contributed by Jeanette Mayhew
from The Star, 17/10/2012

A young lady confidently walked around the room while explaining stress
management to an audience with a raised glass of water. Everyone knew
she was going to ask the ultimate question, ‘half full or half empty?’…
She fooled them all… “How heavy is this glass of water?” she inquired with
a smile.
Answers called out ranged from 8 oz. to 20 oz.
She replied, “The absolute weight doesn’t matter. It depends on how long
I hold it.
If I hold it for a minute, that’s not a problem
If I hold it for an hour, I’ll have an ache in my right arm
If I hold it for a day, you’ll have to call an ambulance

In each case it’s the same weight, but the longer I hold it, the heavier it
becomes.” She continued, “And that’s the way it is with stress. If we carry
our burdens all the time, sooner or later, as the burden becomes
increasingly heavy, we won’t be able to carry on.”
“As with the glass of water, you have to put it down for a while rest before
holding it again. When we’re refreshed, we can carry on with the burden –
holding stress longer and better each time practiced.
So, as early in the evening as you can, put all you burdens down.
Don’t carry them through the evening and into the night… Pick them up
tomorrow.
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What personality
temperament are you?
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Carefree: full of hope.
Attributes great importance to whatever he may be doing at the moment,
but may have forgotten all about it at the next moment.
Fails to keep his promises because he never considers deeply enough to
help others.
Very sociable; given to pranks; contented; does not take anything very
seriously; has many friends.
Not vicious but difficult to convert from his sins; he may repent, but this is
soon forgotten
Easy repenters
Easily fatigued and bored by work. Constantly engaged in mere games.
Persistence is not his forte. Fearful
Inclined to leap before looking. Leaves the job unfinished when something
more attractive appears
Not lazy but tend to jump from one thing to another.
Sanguines love to please. Uninhibited
Tend towards egotism. Easily offended, but recover before long.
Very generous
Tendency to brag
Very responsive to environment
Weakness of will. Does not react well under pressure
Inconsistency
Tends to be rough, impatient

Meek, submissive introverts who live to please others
Warms up slowly but retains the warmth longer
Acts on principle not by instinct
Happy temperament
Do not act as if they are better than others. They are eager to please,
and quick to give in to others rather than asserting their own desires as
if they're the most important.
Conflict terrifies them
They have tremendous difficulty saying no, and will go along with things
that they dislike to make others happy.
They are extremely trustworthy; if they make a promise, it's very likely
that they will keep it.
They're terrified of doing things wrong.
They are natural followers, and work best when they are told what to do.
They are very quiet, and do not share their own inner thoughts readily,
as they fear judgement and don't wish to bother others by waffling on
about themselves
They lack 'passion', as their emotions are mostly internal. They often rely
20
on others ordering them to do things to get motivation.

Emotionally sensitive, perfectionistic introverts.
Attitude is perfectionism. They are idealists who wish for things to be a
certain way, and they get distressed when they are not
Self-deprecating - because they do not meet their own standards - and
critical of others - because those others do not meet their standards.
Very stubborn
Tenacious
Very pessimistic
They think and plan before they act; they are not the types who will
resort to rash, impulsive behaviour
prefer to tackle the heart of the matter, which can lead to them avoiding
'beating around the bush'.
Most introverted of the temperaments in that they crave time alone, and
are most at ease in their own company.
Intense
Thin-skinned
Moody
They respond to things that they dislike with misery and with tears rather
than with rage

The proud, extroverted 'alphas' of our species
Leaders and directors
Seek to be in control
Seek to be the best
Tenndency towards one-upsmanship.
They are firm and forceful in their approach to problems. They believe in
'tough love', and try to 'help' others by challenging them to prove
themselves, as they themselves would
Love competition... but hate to lose
Hot-blooded, brash, domineering, overbearing
Respond well to new situations, and seek thrills
Pragmatic
Often - but not necessarily - have high self-esteem
Important for them to be tough and strong
Stubborn and opinionated
Strive for independence, because to be dependent is to rely on others, to
not be in the superior position. Dependence is weakness.
Thick-skinned
Will 'rise to the challenge', in order to prove themselves, and look for
opportunities to do so.
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Doreen

Smit

Apr-03

Debbie

de Beer

Apr-04

Gillian

Grobler

Apr-04

Michelle

Smith

Apr-05

Marcella

Davis

Apr-06

Pat

Williamson

Apr-11

Milu

Coelho

Apr-12

Hannah

Theron

May-03

Shiksha

Reddy

May-05

Marloes

Joseph

May-11

Thelma

Coulson

May-12

Margaret

Auerbach

May-15

Pauline

Law

May-17

Beverly

Morrison

May-17

Etienne

Moorcroft

May-21

Sharon

Beckett

May-22

Pamela Caroline
Opperman

Apr-14

Britt

Hedges

May-22

Noelene

Johnson

Apr-15

Philippa-Jane Nichols-Inacio May-27

Mackie

Barnwell

Apr-17

Cathy

van Oerle

May-27

Marion

Britz

Apr-25

Pascalle

Clamp

May-30

Naomi

Klingenberg

Apr-25

Lucy

Smith

May-31

Miriam

Passalaris

Apr-28

Sally Louise Sanders
Erica

Venske

Apr-29
Apr-29

Happy Birthday

Mercia

van Breda

Jul-02

Ethne

Truluck

Jul-05

Stacey

Chassoulas

Jul-06

Ann

Hill

Jul-06

Victoria Ann

Fearon

Jul-07

Rinske

van Emmenis

Jul-07

Annette (Nettie)

Kleynhans

Jun-04

Lydia

Petre

Jul-08

Marlene Judith

Els

Jun-07

Gerrit

van Jaarsveld

Jul-10

Leanne

Heapy

Jun-07

Brett

McDougall

Jul-11

Dawn

Baker

Jun-08

Tanya Leigh

Hielckert

Jul-16

Lianne

Mitchley

Jun-08

Johanna

Klipp

Jul-16

Riana

Muire

Jun-08

Leandra

Hern

Jul-24

Margaret

Schmidt

Jun-08

Maro

Christofides

Jul-25

Fay

Jul-25

Erika

Ter Steege

Jun-10

Sharon

Delene

Kohler

Jun-11

Barbara

Vorlaufer

Jul-26

Carlene Ann

Coakelin

Jul-28

Laura

Walden

Jun-12

Sonia

Koellner

Jun-13

Erna

Absil

Jun-17

Ingrid

Auge

Jun-19

Antoinelle (Toni) Delporte

Jun-28

Valerie Linda

Jun-28

Nel

Nellie (Petronella) Smith

Jul-28

Ria

Cock

Jul-30

Linda

Boshoff

Jul-31

Hester

van Zyl

Jul-31
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1. Cucumbers contain most of the vitamins you need every day, just
one cucumber contains Vitamin B1, Vitamin B2, Vitamin B3, Vitamin B5,
Vitamin B6, Folic Acid, Vitamin C, Calcium, Iron, Magnesium,
Phosphorus, Potassium and Zinc.

2. Feeling tired in the afternoon, put down the caffeinated soda and
pick up a cucumber. Cucumbers are a good source of B Vitamins and
Carbohydrates that can provide that quick pick-me-up that can last for
hours..
3. Tired of your bathroom mirror fogging up after a shower? Try
rubbing a cucumber slice along the mirror, it will eliminate the fog and
provide a soothing, spa-like fragrance.
4. Are grubs and slugs ruining your planting beds? Place a few slices in
a small pie tin and your garden will be free of pests all season long. The
chemicals in the cucumber react with the aluminum to give off a scent
undetectable to humans but drive garden pests crazy and make them
flee the area.
5 Looking for a fast and easy way to remove cellulite before going out
or to the pool? Try rubbing a slice or two of cucumbers along your
problem area for a few minutes, the phytochemicals in the cucumber
cause the collagen in your skin to tighten, firming up the outer layer
and reducing the visibility of cellulite. Works great on wrinkles too!!!
6.. Want to avoid a hangover or terrible headache? Eat a few cucumber
slices before going to bed and wake up refreshed and headache free.
Cucumbers contain enough sugar, B vitamins and electrolytes to
replenish essential nutrients the body lost, keeping everything in
equilibrium, avoiding both a hangover and headache!!
7. Looking to fight off that afternoon or evening snacking binge?
Cucumbers have been used for centuries and often used by European
trappers, traders and explores for quick meals to thwart off starvation
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8. Have an important meeting or job interview and you realize that you
don't have enough time to polish your shoes? Rub a freshly cut cucumber
over the shoe, its chemicals will provide a quick and durable shine that not
only looks great but also repels water.
9. Out of WD 40 and need to fix a squeaky hinge? Take a cucumber slice
and rub it along the problematic hinge, and voila, the squeak is gone!
10. Stressed out and don't have time for massage, facial or visit to the spa?
Cut up an entire cucumber and place it in a boiling pot of water, the
chemicals and nutrients from the cucumber with react with the boiling
water and be released in the steam, creating a soothing, relaxing aroma
that has been shown the reduce stress in new mothers and college
students during final exams...
11. Just finish a business lunch and realize you don't have gum or mints?
Take a slice of cucumber and press it to the roof of your mouth with your
tongue for 30 seconds to eliminate bad breath, the phytochemcials will kill
the bacteria in your mouth responsible for causing bad breath.
12. Looking for a 'green' way to clean your faucets, sinks or stainless steel?
Take a slice of cucumber and rub it on the surface you want to clean, not
only will it remove years of tarnish and bring back the shine, but is won't
leave streaks and won't harm you fingers or fingernails while you clean.
13. Using a pen and made a mistake? Take the outside of the cucumber
and slowly use it to erase the pen writing, also works great on crayons and
markers that the kids have used to decorate the walls!!
Pass this along to everybody you know who is looking for better and safer
ways to solve life's everyday problems
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They walked in tandem, each of the ninety-two students filing into the
already crowded auditorium. With their rich maroon gowns flowing and
the traditional caps, they looked almost as grown up as they felt.
Dads swallowed hard behind broad smiles, and Moms freely brushed
away tears.
This class would NOT pray during the commencements, not by choice,
but because of a recent court ruling prohibiting it.
The principal and several students were careful to stay within the
guidelines allowed by the ruling. They gave inspirational and
challenging speeches, but no one mentioned divine guidance and no
one asked for blessings on the graduates or their families.
The speeches were nice, but they were routine until the final speech
received a standing ovation.
A solitary student walked proudly to the microphone. He stood still
and silent for just a moment, and then, it happened
All 92 students, every single one of them, suddenly SNEEZED !!!!
The student on stage simply looked at the audience and said,

'GOD BLESS YOU'
And he walked off the stage...
The audience exploded into applause. This graduating class had found
a unique way to invoke God's blessing on their future with or without
the court's approval.
This is a true story; it happened at Eastern Shore District High School
in Musquodoboit Harbour , Nova Scotia.
Contributed by: Jeanette Mayhew
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The BYA: A Mother – Daughter Story
I was sixteen when I first saw the advert for yoga at my local community
centre, and I decided to go along to try it, having always wanted to. Here,
classes were held in a small rectangular room, on thick blue gymnastic mats
brought in by the caretaker; my teacher was a woman in her early sixties.
Being young I thought I would be able to easily outdo my fellow students,
whose average age was 50 odd and going strong. How very wrong I was.
After several surya namaskars to warm up the freezing room and mist the
windows against the dreary winter day, we all went down in Uttanasana –
me, vainly puffing and straining to place my hands just beyond my knees,
the others sailing down to place their foreheads on their shins. I was shocked
at my own inflexibility. I vowed then that one day I would place my hands on
the floor and my head on my knees. I’m ashamed to admit now that it was a
sense of pride that kept me going to yoga for the first year. Perhaps my
teacher sensed it – she resolutely ignored me for the first year and offered
no adjustments to my poses. But then I began to change. Every time I
cycled down to the twice-weekly yoga I was filled with great joy; missing a
session made my week feel incomplete. I watched my fellow students, learnt
the sequences and slowly, very slowly, I got better.
My mother encouraged me to persevere, having done a year of yoga at UCT
twenty years previously. She dug around in her cupboards and found the
yoga book she bought and dutifully covered. It was the BYA. She passed it
on to me saying “It’s a very good book. I wish I had continued with it”. The
book then wandered around my room for the next two years, being dipped
into absently for specific poses. I started going to Virgin Active, attending all
the yoga classes in various styles – hatha, vinyasa and ashtanga. Soon I
wanted to become part of a yoga society, to learn more about yoga and to
share with people who loved it. My path took me to Tinkie, who had briefly
mentioned in a class the institute she had trained at. I wondered if I could
join, if only for the community. It was then that I found out about the
teacher training. My boyfriend encouraged me to begin my teacher training
and then, somehow and somewhere, I began. The old copy of the BYA
started being opened alongside my cheap sticky mat (which after a few
months changed to a nice new mat thankfully) and new pen underlining's
appeared on the stained pages. After a few tutorials pencil scribbles joined
them next to the NB!’s.
After 25 years the BYA’s cover’s still on and the pages are still intact - and
hopefully it’ll stay that way because I still need to figure out how to get my
head to my shins!
Lisa Arthur
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Hi Yogis

Good afternoon Lui,

I have really enjoyed learning from
these posts! I follow “My Yoga
Online” on Facebook, and I can
highly recommend it. Sometimes, it
is just a quotation; other times,
there is a photograph (usually
someone gorgeous performing a
pose beautifully!!) But often, there
are links and lessons and these, I
have found most enriching. Recently
there was an article about the
benefits of stretching. Of course, we
yogis all know there are benefits,
but some of the benefits are deep
down in our arteries! They are
finding that the arteries of those
who stretch regularly, are
functioning better than in those who
don’t stretch. We all know that
muscles and fascia and tendons
need stretching, but how wonderful
that it is even deeper!

Thank you very much for
renewing your membership.

Here is a recent quote from My Yoga
Online: “Open your heart. The goal
is not to tie ourselves in knots; we’re
already tied in knots. The aim is to
untie the knots in our hearts. The
aim is to unite with the ultimate,
loving and peaceful power in the
universe.” Max Strom
The link is at:
http://myyoga.tv/vRxN, or just find
them on Facebook.
Be well,
Ingrid Barnsley

A HUGE thank you for your very
kind and generous donation
once more; it is gratefully
accepted!
Wishing you and your loved
ones a blessed, healthy, happy
and successful 2014.
With love and light,
Isabel Ferreira

Guruji Iyengar to
receive the Padma
Vibhushan...
Dear Yogis
We have just received news
from Rajvi Mehta that Guruji is
to receive the Padma Vibhushan
award. This is the second
highest civilian award bestowed
by the Indian Government.
Kind regards,
Stratford Canning

BKS Iyengar Yoga
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Dear Friends,
Joe Rogers, husband to Isabel and
father to Margaret, passed from this
world on Thursday 30th January
2014 in the presence of his wife and
daughter. He is now at peace and
lives on in our hearts.
Thank you for sharing his and our
lives,
Isabel and Margaret

Dear Helen
Joe’s funeral was well attended much to
Isabel and Margaret’s surprise -

Joe Rogers
R.I.P.

they were expecting about 50. There
were approx 100.
Was lovely to see many of Isabel’s pupils
and such a joy for dear Isabel who is
very frail now. Her parkinsons is quite
debilitating but through all this her smile
and all the hugs she received just made
her day.
Joe was an amazing sportsman, chairman
for the W.Sport club ,achieved medals
and trophies walking , bodybuilding etc .
Isabel received the flower arrangement
today from the YYI. She said they were
the best and I must come around to see
them.
Many thanks
Kind regards

Pam Badenhorst
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Hi Helen,
My biggest achievement in 2013 was passing my final Theory and Practical
Yoga Exam! It was quite a challenge preparing for the Final Exam and
being pregnant at the same time, but with so much support from my
teacher, Joan and my fellow students, I succeeded.
I only realise now how tired I was. I used to study the theory between 3
and 5am in the morning when I could not sleep. However, having a five
year old, made it impossible to rest during the day.

I still had to teach my classes on a Monday and Wednesday and on those
days I needed to take a early afternoon nap before I taught my class. This
I did until 36 weeks.
Then at 37 and a half weeks I had to prepare for my Final Practical Exam.
I choose a Forward Bend class, as most of the forward bends I could do
to a point. Then at this stage I did not have the energy to continue.
However, I knew if I gave up I would never qualify. So I am very happy I
persevered.
It was really a privilege doing my Practical Exam with Helen C and Doreen
as my Examiners. They were so friendly and that helped calm my nerves
so I was able to relax and enjoy the teaching.
Now my family circle is complete and my Yoga Certificate is proudly
hanging on my wall!
Thank you YYI!

Love
Elmarie Barnard
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Thank you and
goodbye
Dear Helen and Committee
members
Thank you for your email and good
wishes.
This is to inform you that we will
soon be departing to settle in
Australia where we will be so much
closer to our two daughters. As
we will need time to settle in, I
have decided put formal yoga links
on the backburner and will
therefore not be renewing my
membership at this time.
I have benefitted from my
membership over the years, for
which I am very grateful, and wish
the organisation well for the
future.
Regards
Ilse Prozesky

Hi,
I have really enjoyed learning from
these posts! I follow “My Yoga
Online” on Facebook, and I can
highly recommend it. Sometimes,
it is just a quotation; other times,
there is a photograph (usually
someone gorgeous performing a
pose beautifully!!) But often, there
are links and lessons and these, I
have found most enriching.
Recently there was an article
about the benefits of stretching. Of
course, we yogis all know there
are benefits, but some of the
benefits are deep down in our
arteries! They are finding that the
arteries of those who stretch
regularly, are functioning better
than in those who don’t stretch.
We all know that muscles and
fascia and tendons need
stretching, but how wonderful that
it is even deeper!
Here is a recent quote from My
Yoga Online: “Open your heart.
The goal is not to tie ourselves in
knots; we’re already tied in knots.
The aim is to untie the knots in
our hearts. The aim is to unite
with the ultimate, loving and
peaceful power in the universe.”
Max Strom
The link is at:
http://myyoga.tv/vRxN, or just
find them on Facebook.
Be well,
Ingrid Barnsley
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Y.Y.I. - K Z N
FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER
At the Annual General Meeting held on 11 January 2014, I bravely
volunteered to organise a Newsletter, the purpose of which is to inform
Teachers and pupils of past and forthcoming events, members who may
have items for sale or books they would like to share or swap. Or
whatever!!!
I also have the power to nominate people to write articles for this
Newsletter, failing which there will be dire consequences – Be Warned!

The Y.Y.I. – Where do you fit in?
Some keep their organisations strong, while others join, just to belong.
Some volunteer and do their share, while some are there who barely care
On meeting days, some always show, while there are some who never go.
Some always pay their dues ahead; some get behind for months instead.
Some do their best, some build, some make, some never do – just sit and
take. Some lag behind, just let things go, and never help their group to
grow. Some drag, some pull, some don’t some do.
Consider: which of these are you?

Future Events
2 May – 4 May – David Jacobs will be holding a Workshop at Cheryl Darby’s
Studio. Friday will be a teachers’ workshop while Saturday and Sunday will
be a general workshop. Cost – To be advised.
Please contact Pam B. or Carol for more information.
14 – 19 March – BKS Iyengar Yoga Centre, Oudtshoorn – 3-day
Spplementary Teacher Training Course and 3-day Restorative Yoga Retreat.
Cost R3000.00.
28 Feb – 3 March – Yoga Retreat at the Cavern Drakensberg Resort & Spa.
Helen Weaver, a qualified Ashtanga yoga instructor will be running the
Retreat. Cost R2430 p/p sharing.
15 – 17 March – YYI Workshop at La Verna, Vanderbijlpark. Iyengar
teachers, Denise Rundle and Nella Souris to present the workshop. Cost R1
140.00 (YYI members).
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Saturday 15th March

Yoga Charity Day Durban North – 8am to 12.30 to be held at the
Blessed Sacrement Church Hall, Genashley. Contact Julie Constantinou
on 0825519242 or Lesley Starke on 0824298458

Saturday 12th APRIL

Yoga Charity Day PMB – 8am to 3.30pm to be held at the Luthern
Church Hall in Hayfields. Contact Carol Hooper 0833039161 or Naomi
Klingenberg on 0828722432
Christine Withiel, Jivananda Centre for Wellbeing, would like the Y.Y.I
teachers and members to get involved in the Township Yogi Project. It
is worked on a roster basis. Last year, there were 16 teachers on their
roster working in pairs or even threes so that one can instruct and the
others help to correct so it ends up about once every six weeks.
Y.Y.I Teachers who would like to further their knowledge but find the
cost of attending workshops, particularly when based out of K.Z.N. a
little alarming are reminded that Pam B. and Carol can be approached
and the financial implications discussed. It is hoped that
accommodation for the May Workshop can be organised for KZN
teachers/pupil teachers/seriously interested persons to stay with fellow
YYI attendees in Jhb. The YYI K.Z.N. Committee are very keen to assist
members seriously interested in furthering their yoga knowledge.
Please contact me, Helen Nielsen, helennielsen@iburst.co.za should you
have any items for the Newsletter.
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The perfect mirror image of the bridge on the still water
Symbolic of the need for symmetry and balance in life
Silver swallows swirling in front of a dark grey storm cloud
Showing that in the end all comes full circle

A Grey Heron’s flight drawing a straight line across the sky
A gentle warning that time is precious and fleeting
The haunting picture of the opposite bank reflected on the river
The image of a mysterious, inaccessible window to the soul
Drab brown crabs busily feeding at the water’s edge
A reminder of the need for the mundane and everyday routine
The buzz of a thousand busy insects
Teaching us to handle life’s irritations and tribulations gracefully
The joyful song of the birds in the willows
Bringing home that life is a celebration!
Contributed Marina da Conceicao
from a November Retreat at La Verne
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YYI Book Fund
From time to time we run out of stock and have to reprint Winnie’s
books and unfortunately I was never given clean copies of these books.
Therefore I would be most grateful if any of our YYI members have clean
copies of these books which I can use as Master copies to please let me
borrow them for printing purposes. Please contact me on 082 853 5528.
Yoga Teacher Training
We are proud to announce five newly qualified YYI yoga teachers in the
Gauteng area and would like to congratulate them and their Tutors for
the splendid work they undertake for the YYI. The teachers who
qualified in August are:
Tutor: Martina Adelfang
Pam Oppermann
Alison van Wyk
Ingrid Auge
Tutor: Jenny Gough
Tutor: Doreen Smit

Lydia Lanzetti
Amanda Lourens

We also congratulate Joan Bellairs and her four newly qualified YYI
teachers in Port Elizabeth who qualified in September and these
teachers are:
Tutor: Joan Bellairs
Elmarie Barnard
Merlene Hansen

Michelle Stanyon
Riana Muire

Thank you once again to our hard-working dedicated Tutors and good
luck to our trainee teachers.

May you have a blessed Christmas and a happy holiday season.
Doreen Smit
Tutorial Director
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AFFILIATION FEES
Dear Teachers ,

We are appealing to all teachers to affiliate.
This will help with costs for teachers in training and travelling
costs for Doreen when she travels to the regions to examine
pupils.
Register and be proud to be YYI !
Many thanks
Pam Badenhorst,
Chairlady KZN

BOOKS FOR SALE
“The Key Poses of Hatha Yoga” and “The Key Muscles of Hatha
Yoga” by Ray Long MD FRCSC.
I asked a friend to get them for me from the UK - I paid 57.98
pounds for them which then was the equivalent of R938.69 (it was
some years ago!). I have not used them and would like to offer
these books to anyone wanting them in the YYI. What offers?

Jeanette Mayhew (jenmayhew@worldonline.co.za)

YOGA BLOCKS
We’re selling blocks at R25 each (they currently cost R40 each)
donated by Jill Horat. The money will go to the SPCA .
Contact Jeanette Mayhew
jenmayhew@worldonline.co.za
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FOUNDER:

The late Winnie Young

PRINCIPAL:

Helen Charlesworth
P.O.Box 28261
Kensington 2101
Tel 011 614 5530
email: charlesworth@iburst.co.za

SECRETARY:

Jeanette Mayhew
57 Johannesburg Road
Lyndhurst 2192
Cell 083 325 5556
email:
jenmayhew@worldonline.co.za

TREASURER:

Isabel Ferreira
P.O.Box 1657
Southdale, 2135
Tel 011 680 2028
Cell 082 458 3144
Fax 086 516 0802
email: belaf@fixi-tape.com

COMMUNICATIONS &
FORUM EDITOR:

Melissa Neuhoff
Cell 076 0100 448
email:
yyi-editor@outlook.com

TUTORIAL DIRECTOR:

Doreen Smit
P.O.Box 3716
Rivonia 2128
Cell 082 835 5528
Tel / Fax 011 807 0513
email: dorjo@uniplay.com
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YYI main bank account:
In the name of: Young Yoga Institute
ABSA account no. 9044935709
For payment of subs and seminar deposits,etc.
Book Fund Bank account:
In the name of Young Yoga Institute Book Fund
ABSA account no: 9253912536
For payment of all books purchased
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SURYA NAMASKAR

